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Abstract— SQL Injection Attacks are comparatively recent 

threat to privacy, integrity & accessibility of all online 

requests & their technical infrastructure, secretarial for 

practically fourth of internet vulnerabilities. This review 

paper is fully based on a master thesis, & numerous 

references in that, we presented this study on anticipation of 

SQL Injections. Overview of future approaches & accessible 

way outs, & recommendations on defensive coding 

techniques for PHP-powered web applications & other 

situations. Then, analysis of McClure’s SQL DOM approach 

is for safety of SQL Injections in object-oriented applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The SQL Injection (SQLi) means to an injection attack in 

which an attacker can perform nasty SQL statements that 

controls web application’s database server. In view of fact 

that SQL Injection vulnerability might probably affects any 

of websites or web applications which could make use of 

SQL-based database. & liability is oldest, most common & 

most unsafe of web application vulnerabilities. 

 
Fig. 1: SQL Injection 

By leveraging SQL Injection vulnerability, it is 

given right situations in which an attacker can use it to bypass 

web application’s authentication & endorsement mechanisms 

& take back contents of entire database.  

A. SQL Injection Working 

To run unbearable SQL queries close to database server. 

Attacker had been to find an input surrounded by web 

application which is also included inside of an SQL query. 

 
Fig. 2: SQL Injection Working 

In order to an SQL Injection attack to take place, 

susceptible websites needs to straightly include clients input 

within an SQL statement. Then attacker has to insert a 

payload which would also include part of SQL query & 

compile against database server. 

II. SQL ATTACK 

SQL is programming language proposed for administrating 

information stored in RDBMS, So that SQL can easily be 

used to access, adapt & delete information. & also, in exact 

cases, an RDBMS could also compile commands on OS from 

an SQL statement. 

According to above observation, bearing in mind 

following, it’s very simple to appreciate how profitable a 

successful SQL Injection attack can be for an attacker. 

Modifying data concerns data integrity & also 

origins denial issues, for instance, problems such as voiding 

transactions, modifying balances & other records. 

SQL is also used to delete records from a database. 

An attacker can also use SQL Injection vulnerability to delete 

information from database. Even if proper backup strategy is 

in working, deletion of information can affect whole 

application’s accessibility until database is restored. 

A. Attack Types 

The attacks are different from each other, & they are 

classified in to two categories: 
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1) Data Exfiltration 

Data exfiltration via SQL Injection is what has donated to 

some of biggest data breaches to date. & attackers also find a 

vulnerability that allows them to list all tables & dump all 

clients accounts, emails & passwords. 

2) Code Injection 

We don’t see code injection very frequently, they often rely 

on a few initial vulnerability pre-tests that we block it 

automatically via our Website Firewall making that much 

harder to trace & attempt. A good instance of nasty code 

injection happened with   old Lizamoon type of attacks 

against Internet Information Services web sites. 

III. RELATED WORK 

1) StephenW. Boyd SQLrand: Preventing SQL Injection 

Attacks 2003 

In this review paper we presented a practical safety 

mechanism against SQL injection attacks. Such attacks aim 

databases that are easily reached all way through a web front-

end, & take advantage of errors in input substantiation logic 

of Web components for example CGI scripts. We also relate 

idea of instruction-set randomization to SQL, making 

instances of language that are random to attacker. Queries 

inserted by attacker would be jammed & ended by database 

parser. In this review paper we also showed how to use this 

method with My SQL database using an agent proxy that 

decodes random SQL to its normal language.  

2) Pankaj Sharma 2012 Integrated Approach to Prevent 

SQL Injection Attack & Reflected Cross Site Scripting Attack 

The Internet & web applications are playing very important 

role in our today’s modern day life. Some behavior of our day 

to day life like purchasing, online shopping & booking of 

travel tickets are becoming easier by use of web applications. 

As volumes of web applications are increasing security of 

web applications becomes a major concern. 

3) Sonam Panda 2013 Protection of Web Application 

against SQL Injection Attacks  

In this review paper, different types of SQL injection attacks 

as well as predefined avoidance methods are conversed. Then 

hybrid encryption technique is used which consists of AES 

encryption & Rabin‟s cryptosystem. Main reason behind use 

of two layer of encryption is that it would be secured. SQL 

query is shaped & encrypted by Rabin cryptosystem because 

even if hackers hack information & crack AES encryption 

part, it would still be more tricky for them to be familiar about 

encrypted query. Between Rabin & RSA, it is more complex 

to say which cryptosystem is better. 

4) Amirmohammad Sadeghian 2014 SQL Injection 

Vulnerability General Patch Using Header Sanitization 

SQL injection is one of well-known web application 

vulnerabilities. SQL injection is a type of attack which 

attacker attempts to insert malicious SQL query through none 

sanitized variables into web application. Consequently web 

application would concatenate variable with legitimate query 

& would send it to database for execution. In result of a 

successful SQL injection attack, attacker can read from 

database or modify entities of database. Currently different 

types of defense systems are available to defeat this 

vulnerability. 

 

 

5) Sampada Gadgil 2015 SQL Injection Attacks & 

Prevention Techniques  

In this review paper, we presented a survey of current 

techniques of SQL injection as well as a result methodology 

for avoiding attacks. To carry out this evaluation, we firstly 

identified different types of SQL Injection attacks. & we also 

studied various mechanisms from end to end which SQL 

Injection Attacks can also be initiated into an application & 

identified methods that are able to switch mechanisms.  

6) Bharti Nagpa SECSIX: Security Engine for CSRF, SQL 

Injection & XSS Attacks 

With increase in human-web interaction, vulnerabilities has 

surfaced various networks. With rapidly growing technology, 

ease of accessibility through web applications has 

revolutionized traditional view of an office or a company 

completely. Web application carries sensitive data & they are 

accessible 24 9 7. Web site hacking continue to gain 

popularity as hackers are exploiting vulnerabilities across all 

geographies & across various types of web technologies. 

7) Rathod Mahesh Pandurang 2015 A Mapping-based 

Podel for Preventing Cross Site 

Scripting & SQL Injection Attacks on Web Application & its 

Impact Analysis Web applications provide vast category of 

functionalities & usefulness. As more & more sensitive data 

is available over web, crackers are getting attracted in such 

data revealing which can root immense harm. SQL injection 

is one of such type of attack. This attack can be used to 

infiltrate back-end of any web application that might lead to 

modification of database or disclosing significant 

information. Attacker can obfuscate input given to web 

application using Cross site scripting attack that might direct 

to distortion in web page view. Three tier web applications 

can be categorized into static & dynamic web application for 

detecting & preventing these types of attacks. Mapping model 

in which requests are mapped on generated queries can be 

used productively to detect such kind of attacks & prevention 

logic can be applied for attack removal. Impact measurement 

of container based approach on web server is measured using 

auto bench tool, parameters used are network throughput & 

response time. 

8) Lwin K. S. & Hee B. K. Tan Mining SQL Injection & 

Cross Site Scripting Vulnerabilities using Hybrid Program 

Analysis 

Proposed a set of static attributes that characterize input 

validation & input sanitization code patterns. We showed that 

some of proposed static attributes are significant predictors of 

web application vulnerabilities related to SQL injection & 

cross site scripting. Static attributes have advantage of 

reflecting general properties of a program. Yet, dynamic 

attributes collected from execution traces might reflect more 

specific code characteristics that are complementary to static 

attributes. Hence, to improve our initial work, in this paper, 

we propose use of dynamic attributes to complement static 

attributes in prediction of vulnerabilities. Furthermore, since 

existing work relies on supervised learning, it is dependent on 

availability of training data labeled with known 

vulnerabilities. 
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IV. SQL ADVANTAGES  

1) Permit users to entry data in relational database 

management systems. 

2) Permit client to explain data. 

3) Permit helper to explain data in a database & manipulate 

that data. 

4) Permit embedding within other languages using SQL 

modules, libraries & pre-compilers. 

5) Permit users to create & drop databases & tables. 

6) Permit users to create view, stored procedure, functions 

in a database. 

7) Permit users to set permissions on tables, procedures & 

views. 

V. SCOPE FOR RESEARCH  

The conservative mitigations techniques were evaluated 

based on parameters like answer time & decrease in number 

of injections possible. Job converged to a conclusion that by 

usage of conservative mitigation techniques, we can reduce 

number of injections considerably. Techniques which focus 

on prevention of attack should incorporate defensive coding. 

Dynamically built SQL statements should be created properly 

with conventional mitigation techniques mentioned rather 

than using simple concatenation technique. This would make 

sure that only legitimate queries are passed to database server. 

Using validation along with other two techniques proved to 

be a reasonable solution for this attack.  Study of 

effectiveness of conventional fixes showed their inability for 

ultimate eradication & this opens scope for further research 

work. 
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